
Pretiminary inquiry report into atteged Rlviotation

Comptainant: Atexander Magazinov

Respondent: Hanieh Shirvani

Preliminary investigator: Ltoyd Ruddock, Professor

The comptaint describes notification of atleged viotations of Rl for two pubtications:

Paper A: Non-coding RNA in SARS-CoV-2: progress toward therapeutic significance. lnternational Journal

of B i o lo gi c a I M a c ro m o lecules 222 (2022), 1 538-1 550

The comptainant describes the notification of three atteged viotations of Rl:

i. Reporting research resutts and methods in a caretess manner, resutting in misteading ctaims.

ii. Maniputating authorship.

iii. Expanding the biography of a study to artificiatty increase the number of citations.*

* Note: This appeared as paper B in the notification form, but was detaited as being in paper A.

Paper B: MiR-211 ptays a duat rote in cancer devetopment: From tumor suppressor to tumor enhancer.

Cellular Signaling 101 (2023), 1 10504

The comptainant describes the notification of two atteged viotations of Rl:

i. Reporting research resutts and methods in a caretess manner, resutting in misteading ctaims.

ii. Maniputating authorship.

During the pretiminary investigation the comptainant provided additionat information (mainty in Chinese)

of an atteged "pay to pubtish" scheme being operated by one of the editors (Prof Ziaoxiong Zeng) at the

lnternational Journal of Biological Macromolecules and the Journal of Functional Foods. This did not

inctude evidence that either of the pubtications being investigated here had been purchased. A check of

other University of Outu pubtications in these journats did not reveal any evidence of other Rl viotations. ln

addition, during the pretiminary investigation the comptainant added an attegation of "Expanding the

biography of a study to artificiatty increase the number of citations" for paper B.

Conctusion:

A futt investigation is not required as the respondent admits that an Rl viotation has taken ptace for both
pubtications, specificatty that they purchased an authorship on both. They have initiated steps to have

both pubtications retracted on this basis.

The pretiminary investigation atso concludes that att of the other atteged viotations of Rl have occurred,

but that the respondent is not responsibte for i) expanding the biography of a study to artificiatly increase

the number of citations or ii) reporting research resutts and methods in a caretess manner, resutting in

misteading ctaims, as they did not write either manuscript.

White the purchase of authorship is a serious Rl viotation, the pretiminary investigator notes that the

respondent-initiated retraction of both pubtications by contacting the pubtishers, admitting the paid

authorship and providing detaits of whom the payment was made to. This was done at some personaI risk.

This setf-retraction and their ctear contrition shoutd be taken into account when considering any possibte

sanctions.

Ltoyd Ruddock, tu, 1't March 2024
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Peopte contacted during this pretiminary investigation

Aija Ryyppri (Senior Specialist, University of Oulu)

Emaits received: 5/2/2024 (contained materiaI for the pretiminary inquiry)

Tiina Pidkktinen (HR manager, University of Outu).

Emaits senl:5/2/2024

Emaits received : 5/2/2024 ; 6/2/2024

Alexander Magazinov (comptainant)

E m a i ts sent: 6 I 2 I 2024 ; 6 / 2 I 2024 ; 6 I 2 I 2924 ; 22 / 2/ 2O2 4 ; 25 / 2 / 2024 ; 29 I 2 I 2024

E m a i ts re c e ived : 6 I 2/ 2024; 6 / 2/ 2024; 22/ 2/ 2024; 25 / 2/ 2024

Hanieh Shirvani (respondent)

E m a i ts se nt : 6/2/20 24; 22/ 21 2024; 26 / 2/ 2024; 1 I 3 I 2024

Emaits received: 1/2/2024;12/212024; 12/212024*; 12/2/2024*;2312/2024;28/212024

" These two emaits are inctuded in the appendix to this report.
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Examination of each atteged viotation of Rl for each paper:

Paper A: Non-coding RNA in SARS-CoV-2: progress toward therapeutic significance.

This is a review articte pubtished in the lnternational Journal of Biological Macromolecules in 2022, wilh
the respondent as first author.

The comptainant describes the notification of three atleged viotations of Rl:

i. Reporting research results and methods in a caretess manner, resutting in misteading ctaims.

ii. Maniputating authorship.

iii. Expanding the biography of a study to artif iciatty increase the number of citations.

Note the third atteged viotation appears in the summary document as tinked to paper B, but in the detaited

overview of suspected viotations it is ctearty tinked to paper A.

i. Reporting research results and methods in a careless manner, resutting in misteading ctaims.

The specific irregutarities raised by the comptainant are not tisted in detait in the submitted

documentation, but they can be found in a pubpeer link contained therein. Specificatty, the irregutarities

retate to figures, figure tegends and tinked citations. Att five figures in the paper have very short figure

tegends with some questionabte tinks to the f igure. The f igure tegends are generatl.y unhetpfuI and contain

no references, despite the information contained therein ctearty coming from prior pubtications. ln

addition, the tink to the f igure is in an inappropriate or misteading ptace for figures 1 and 4 and tinked to an

inappropriate or misteading citation for the same figures.

ln addition, there is an issue with citations (see point iii betow) and an apparent tack of criticat engagement

with the literature, though the tatter is best examined by an expert in the fietd.

As such there is evidence to support the comptainant's notif ication of reporting in a caretess manner.

ii. Maniputating authorship

The affitiation of the respondent is given as the University of Outu and the pubtication can be found in

OutuCRlS. The initiat manuscript is tisted by the journat as having been received on the 22"d of January

2022 and the revised form on the 9th September 2022. Bolf' of these fatt outside the dates of emptoyment

of the respondent by the University of Outu and as such they had no affitiation with the University of Outu

at the time of the initiat or revised submission. This constitutes an authorship-rel.ated viotation.

The comptainant makes a ctaim of maniputating authorship and that this paper is of papermitt origin. White

no supporting evidence was given for the later, combining information from Linkedln, ResearchGate,

googte schotar, Orcid, Loop and PubMed, the pubtication record of two of the coauthors are highty

unusuat. Specificatl.y:

Sajad Najafi appears to be a PhD student since Sept 2019 at Shadid Beheshti University of Medicat

Sciences, Tehran. Despite being an eeiiy-stage researcher, they have at teast 69 pubtications,

inctuding 55 pubtications in Pubt',1ed in 2A2.2/2023 on a very broad range of topics and they have

acted as a reviewer for at teast 26 pi.rbl.ications/grants.
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Seyed Mohsen Aghaei Zarch appears to be a PhD student since 2021 alShadid Beheshti University
of Medicat Science, Tehran. Despite being an earty-stage researcher, they have at teast 33

pubtications on a broad range of topics.

ln addition, some aspects of other authors pubtishing profites are atso unusua[. These inctude two other

authors from Shadid Beheshti University of Medicat Science, Tehran (Poopak Farnia and Jatatedin

Ghanavi).

Regarding the provenance concerns of the respondent, the fietd of expertise from her personaI website,

the research work she undertook at the University of Outu give no indication of any experience in research

retated to the topic of the paper.

During the pretiminary inquiry the respondent admitted that this was a paid authorship, with payment (700

euro) being made to one of the coauthors (Mehrdad Tatebi). The respondent has provided information to

the journat on this as part of a retraction request.

Taken together the evidence supports the comptainant's notification of maniputating authorship.

iii. Expanding the biography of a study to artificiatty increase the number of citations

The comptainant notes that 12 of the papers cited are co-authored by Sahar Zinattoo-Ajabshir or Masoud

Satavati-Niasari in two continuous batches [8-1'l] and [90-98]. Furthermore, the comptainant states that
they have nothing to do with the topic at hand.

Examination of the citations in the paper reveated that the issues may go beyond those mentioned by the

comptainant. Of the '107 refences cited, 26 references had issues arising. Specif icatty:

1 . lnappropriate references, often comptetety untinked to the topic:5, 8, 9,10, 1'1, 15, 22,23,26,40,
78, 90, 9'1, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97 and 99

2. Errors in tabte 1 tinked to methods: 36 and 64

3. Questionabte references for the citation:24,25,27,92 and 100 e.g. Citation in section 1.2.'l

regarding: "MiRNAs are known to be active during the regutation of various physiotogical and

pathotogicat pathways in animats, inctuding humans 124-27), att4 citations are [inked to diabetes,

share co-authors and cannot reasonabty be betieved to cover the range of pathways reported in

the literature.

Of the 26 references found to have issues arising 19 came from a smal[ number of lranian universities, with

muttipte inappropriate citations of papers with Zinattoo-Ajabshir, Satavati-Niasari, Zarch, Mehrjardi,

Babakhanzadeh, Mehrjardi, Tatebi or Nazari as co-authors. Three co-authors on this paper are co-authors

on inappropriate citations contained therein: Zarch, Tatebiand Najafi.

The evidence supports the comptainant's notif ication of expandingthe bibtiography of a studyto artificiatty

increase the number of citations.

il
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Paper B: MiR-211 ptays a duat rote in cancer devetopment: From tumor suppressor to tumor
enhancer.

This is a review articte pubtished in CellularSignalingin 2023, with the respondent as f irst author.

The comptainant describes the notification of two atteged viotations of Rl:

i. Reporting research results and methods in a caretess manner, resutting in misteading ctaims.

ii. Maniputating authorship.

ln addition, in the summary the comptainant ctaimed a third atteged viotation of Rl, specif icatty:

iii. Expanding the biography of a study to artificiatty increase the number of citations.

However, in the detaited overview of suspected viotations this is tinked to paper A. During the pretiminary

inquiry the comptainant added information supporting this atteged viotation of Rl for paper B.

i. Reporting research results and methods in a careless manner, resulting in misteading ctaims.

The specific irregutarities raised by the complainant are tisted in detait in the submitted documentation

with further detaits in a pubpeer [ink contained therein. Specif icatty, the irregularities relate to the citation

of sources that "are surveyed uncriticatty" and which "have been retracted", figures, figure tegends and

tinked citations.

Examination confirms that the six papers the comptainant says have been retracted have indeed been.

However, three of these retractions (citations 38, 61 and 68) were after submission of the originat (August

2022) and revised (October 2022) manuscript. The remaining three were retracted in April2022 (citation

44), May 2022 (citation 94) and June 2022 (cilalion 4'l). Citation 44 was retracted one month after
pubtishing and so was visibte without the retraction onty for a timited time.

ln addition, there is an issue with citations (see point iii betow) and an apparent tack of criticat engagement

with the literature, though the tatter is best examined by an expert in the fietd. This inctudes issues with
f igure 3 raised by the comptainant in the pubmed tink.

White some of the issues raised by the comptainant are inappropriate due to the timing of submission vs

retractions, there is evidence to support the comptainant's notification of reporting in a caretess manner.

ii. Maniputating authorship

The affitiation of the respondent is given as the Nanoscience Center and Department of Biotogicat and

Environmentat Science, University of Jyvdskytd. From information received f rom the University of Jyvdskytii

the respondent has no emptoyment record at the University of Jyvdskyt6 and they have a study right as an

MSc studentfrom l"August 2022.fhe initiatmanuscript is tisted bythe journat as having been received

on the 26th of August 2022 and the revised form on the '10'h October 2022. During the pretiminary

investigation the respondent admitted that they had no association with the Nanoscience Center at the

time of submission or resubmission and hence this may constitute an authorship-retated viotation.

The comptainant makes a ctatrrr oi maniputating authorship and thatthis paper is of papermittorigin. White

no supporting evidence was given for the tatei', cornbining information fronr Linkedln, Researchcate,
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googte schotar, Orcid, Loop and PubMed, the pubtication record of two of the coauthors are highty

unusuat. Specif icaLty:

iii. Sajad Najaf i appears to be a PhD student since Sept 2019 at Shadid Beheshti University of Medicat

Sciences, Tehran. Despite being an early-stage researcher, they have at least 69 pubtications,

inctuding 55 pubtications in PubMed in 202212023 on a very broad range of topics and they have

acted as a reviewer for at teast 26 pubtications/grants.

iv. Seyed Mohsen Aghaei Zarch appears to be a PhD student since 2021 alShadid Beheshti University

of Medicat Science, Tehran. Despite being an earl.y-stage researcher, they have at Least 33

pubtications on a broad range of topics.

ln addition, some aspects of other authors pubtishing profites are also unusuat. These inctude two other

authors from Shadid Beheshti University of Medicat Science, Tehran (Jatatedin Ghanavi and Amin

Atiabadi).

Regarding the provenance concerns of the respondent, the fietd of expeftise from her personaI website,

the research work she undertook at the University of Outu and her CV submitted as part of her apptication

to the University of Outu give no indication of any experience in research retated to the topic of the paper.

During the pretiminary inquiry the respondent admitted that this was a paid authorship, with payment (700

euro) being made to one of the coauthors (Mehrdad Tatebi). The respondent has provided information to
the journaI on this as part of a retraction request.

Taken together the evidence supports the comptainant's notification of maniputating authorship.

i. Expanding the biography of a study to artificialty increase the number of citations

The comptainant tists this in the notification form but provided no detaits in the detaited comments,
possibty due to this being tinked to paper A. During the pretiminary inquiry the comptainant added this this

atteged viotation of Rl for this paper, specif icatty that citations 1-1 1 were inappropriate and that these were

heavity tinked to Zarch.

From examination of the 103 refences cited, 1 1 references had issues arising. Specif icatty:

1. lnappropriate references:1-9

2. Questionabte references for the citation: 1 1, 18

Att of the I inappropriate references came from a smatt number of lranian universities, with muttipte

inappropriate citations of papers with Zarch, Mehrjardi, Babakhanzadeh, Nazari, Tatebi ,Zeinati, Dehgahni

and Najafi as co-authors Four co-authors on this paper are co-authors on inappropriate citations

contained therein: Zarch, Tatebi, Najaf i and Ghanavi. Zarch is a co-author on I out of the 9 inappropriate

references.

The evidence supports the comptainant's notif ication of expandingthe bibtiography of a study to artificiatty

increase the number of citations.
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